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My idea of Europe in peace and freedom 
(within the project PEACE) 

 

I imagine Europe – free and in peace! It sounds as yet another cliché… 

I am closing my eyes and I see Europe’s borders – Iberian Peninsula, Apennine Peninsula, 
Balkans, Scandinavian Peninsula, the Alps, and Great Britain. I hear the roar of the Atlantic 
and feel the gentle touch of the Mediterranean Sea.  

What else do we need – peace and freedom! Nonetheless the myth of Zeus’a abduction of 
Europe rapidly comes to mind and hampers my idealism. I was supposed to discuss peace and 
freedom but instead I find myself talking about abduction. I force myself to think about unity, 
tolerance, wellbeing but history returns me back to conquers, revolutions, wars, many wars, 
nationalism, revisionism, Holocaust, Iron Curtain, Schengen…  

It may be that the Latin adage Si vis pacem, para bellum ("If you want peace, prepare for war") 
will prove itself as an eternal truth. Even the little fellas know that: “Freedom, Sancho, rests 
on the top of your battle spike", Cervantes would say.  

I have read somewhere that according to the Iron lady all pernicious ideologies are born on 
the continent (understand Europe). Hence the UK’s way forward is in the union with USA. 
Brexit awaits… 

To restore the balanced approach to this dispute raging in my head (and maybe the key to my 
understanding of Europe in peace and freedom lies in the balanced perception of past and 
present), I will refute Iron Lady’s argumentation citing Adenauer and Robert Schuman’s plea 
for united Europe and Konstantin Katsarov’s distant dream for United States of Europe with 
Mirograd as a capital. I am adding on words and phrases that have the power of arguments 
themselves - freedom of movement, European citizenship, free trade, Eurozone, diversity of 
languages and cultures, free speech, democratic institutions, conventions, charters, Court of 
human rights, rights – political, social, ethnical, religious, genders rights, minority rights. Ah, 
yes! Minority rights! The voice in my head hauntingly whispers “Remember Madrid, London, 
Paris and now Stockholm as well!” Emigrants, Islamists, a war without a frontline, 
confrontation without an enemy. 21st century – a state of permanent terrorist activities. 
Dreams and realities. 

I got confused! I will look up in the net to find something for the peace and freedom in Europe 
that will enhance my argumentation. But no! Google spurs frightening results– ‘Merkel and 
the refugees’, ‘Orban and the migrants’, ‘How to grow up Islamic terrorist in Europe’, ‘Europe 
at two speeds’… Peace and freedom vs. War and dictatorship? Civil rights vs. discrimination? 
It is a thin line, isn’t it?  

What is left to say about most of the Bulgarian emigrants in Europe – European citizens with 
all associated citizenship rights or ‘cheap labour’ for the Western European market? Yet again 
I am struggling to imagine Europe!  
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It may be best if I get some sleep. My dream is taking me back to historical moments. I am 
dreaming Europe’s history. Ancient Greece – poetry, art, philosophy, demos, ostracism… 
Rights but complemented with rules created by Draco, Solon, and Pericles. Thriving Athens 
and oligarchical Sparta. Historical events start appearing as in a filmstrip – Rome conquers 
Europe, or unites Europe? Barbarian invasion of the Roman Empire. The fall of the Roman 
Empire and the rise of Islam… All these historical events mark our culture, mentality, 
languages for centuries. Magna Carta Libertatum, new ideas and great inventions, 
Renaissance, Age of Enlightenment, wave of nationalism and imperial conquests, Colonialism, 
the Versailles Peace Conference that mandates war rather than peace. New divisions followed 
by unification. And now – do we witness the clash of civilisations as Samuel Huntington 
famously predicted?  

The first rays of the morning sun fell slanting through my window. I am wide awake and now 
I know – this is how I see Europe – Europe of the dichotomy between war and peace, between 
freedom and authoritarian aspirations, clash of ideas, the eternal conflict between good and 
evil. Sir Winston Churchill has masterfully put it: ‘Democracy is the worst form of government, 
except for all the others.’ 

I tend to disagree with Francis Fukuyama. The End of History is not approaching because in in 
my Europe, in our common Europe, we will always strive for peace, freedom and democracy. 
At least until millions of European citizens and citizens across the globe unite around the 
Facebook slogan „Je suis Charlie”.  

I clearly see Europe’s borders now – there will be peace and freedom until the Iberian 
Peninsula, Apennine Peninsula, Balkans, Scandinavian Peninsula, the Alps, Great Britain, the 
Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea surrounds us. Well, scientists say danger is hanging upon 
them as well but let’s focus on the near future! I am putting an end to this essay hoping it will 
be read!  

Kristopher Krastev, 10th grade 
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